
 

 

The Neal Killen Memorial 
 
 
Introduction 
 
These grants are paid for from the Urban Saints' Ireland Neal Killen Memorial Fund 
(the NKMF). The NKMF is topped up from time to time by specific donations to the 
NKMF, fundraising appeals recommended by the Fund Management Team (FMT) 
to the Urban Saints Ireland National Leadership Team, allocation of funds from 
general donations to Urban Saints Ireland and other means as appropriate. 
 
The purpose of the Fund is to provide grants primarily to assist young people to 
attend Urban Saints Ireland holidays, which financially they would not otherwise 
be able to do; and on occasion where need arises, grants to assist in the delivery 
and/or operation of Urban Saints Ireland holidays. 
 
The fund is available in respect of all Urban Saints Ireland holidays including those 
run at a local level by Urban Saints Ireland groups. 
  
Application Process 
 
An application form for a grant from the NKMF can be obtained from Urban Saints 
Ireland by emailing NealKillenFund@urbansaints.org or downloaded from the 
Urban Saints Ireland website (www.urbansaints.org/Ireland) 
 
These funds are separate to other funds, to whom direct application may also be 
made. Applications can usually be made to more than one fund on behalf of an 
individual, where the need arises, and the NKMF application form has a relevant 
section to complete where this is the situation. 
 
The maximum amount awarded will be £100 per applicant for a week long holiday 
and £50 for a weekend residential. In exceptional circumstances it may be agreed 
that this maximum can be exceeded. Each holiday is normally allowed to submit 
up to 5 young people holiday grant applications although this limit can be waived 
at the sole discretion of the FMT in exceptional circumstances. 
 
The Parent / Guardian / Urban Saints Ireland group main leader /Urban Saints 
Ireland holiday main leader/social worker should send the completed form to 
NealKillenFund@urbansaints.org (or by post: FAO, The NKMF, Urban Saints Ireland 
at the address on the form). 
 
If funds are still available in the NKMF for the current year & the request meets the 
grant criteria at the sole discretion of the FMT whose decision is final, then approval 
for the grant will be given by the FMT. If the funds have all been allocated for that 
year, it will not be possible to grant the application. The decision of the FMT will be 
communicated to the holiday main leader and the applicant by email.  
 
The grant monies will be paid into the Urban Saints Ireland holiday’s account (or 
local Urban Saints Ireland group’s account, if applicable) by arrangement between 
the FMT, Urban Saints Ireland Treasurer and Urban Saints Ireland holiday main 
leader (or group main leader if applicable), usually no later than one week before 



 

 

the start of the holiday. Payments/transfers will not be made into personal 
accounts nor directly to the applicant or young person.  
 
If a young person fails to attend at all or only attends for part of the relevant 
UrbanSaints Ireland holiday, any refunds of grants that have been paid from the 
Fund will be made directly by arrangement between the FMT, Urban Saints Ireland 
Treasurer and Urban Saints Ireland holiday main leader (or group main leader if 
applicable).  
 
However the applicant or young person may still be liable to pay holiday deposits 
or part fees to the relevant Urban Saints Ireland holiday, depending on the reason 
for their non-attendance or part attendance. 
 
Completed applications will be held on file by the FMT and the Urban Saints Ireland 
Treasurer. 


